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Adsorption-assisted translocation of a chain molecule through a pore
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~Received 30 August 1999; revised manuscript received 10 January 2000!

We analyze the free energy for translocation of a polymer from the outside of a spherical vesicle to the
inside. The process is assumed to be driven by the adsorption of the polymer on the inner surface of the vesicle.
We argue that in the case where the polymer is adsorbed on the outer surface too, the entropic barrier for
translocation is absent. We analyze the adsorption process and find the free energy profile for the translocation.
We argue that the motion corresponds to a polymer crossing a region with a change in free energy per segment.
Based upon our earlier analysis of the behavior of kinks in such a problem, we conclude that the translocation
can occur with a crossing timet trans;N.

PACS number~s!: 87.16.Dg, 36.20.Ey, 83.10.Nn, 05.40.2a
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Park and Sung@1# have studied the translocation tim
t transof a polymer through a small pore in a spherical vesi
~see Ref.@1#!. They assume both the inner and the ou
surfaces of the vesicle to be hard walls, which repel the u
of the polymer. They argue~a! that the membrane curvatur
drives the polymer out of a spherical vesicle~b! capture of a
polymer of N segments into a small bud takes a very lo
time ~exponentially dependent onN), which can be reduced
to N3 or even toN2 by free energy differences between t
inside and the outside. In this paper, we consider the c
where there may be adsorption on both the surfaces.
construct a free energy profile for the translocation proce
We show that in this case, the entropic barrier for penetra
in to the pore is absent. Following Refs.@2–4# , we suggest
that translocation, when driven by the free energy differe
due to the different adsorption strengths can occur wit
translocation timet trans;N.

We make use of the approach of de Gennes@5# to treat the
adsorption of the chain molecule on the surface@6,7#. We go
beyond the results of Park and Sung@1# and find the exact
partition function for a chain restricted to the outside of
sphere and having an attractive interaction with the surf
of the sphere. For a chain molecule confined to the in
region of the sphere and interacting with the surface, we g
the exact result for the Laplace transform of the partit
function. We analyze the condition for the existence of
adsorbed state and find that they are different for the
cases. Partition function is found in the limit of a long cha
and this is used to calculate the free energy of the adso
polymer. From this, we construct the free energy profile
the translocation process.

The partition function for a chain ofn segments confined
to the outer or inner region of a sphere can be calcula
from the Green’s functionG(r ,r0 ;n), obeying the equation
@]/]n2(b2/6)¹21V(r )#G(r ,r0 ;n)5d(n)d(r2r0) ~see
Refs. @1,6#!. V(r ) is the potential of interaction arisin
from the sphere. The partition function may be calcula
from the angle averaged function Z(r ,r 0 ;n)
5*0

pdu*0
2pdf sin(u)G(r ,r0 ;n). This averaged Green’

function obeys @1# @]/]n2(a2/r 2)(]/]r )r 2 ]/]r

1V(r )#Z(r ,r 0 ;n)5(1/r 2)d(n)d(r 2r 8), where a5b/A6.
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It has to satisfy the conditionsZ(r ,r 0 ;n)→0 as

r ,r 0→`.If V(r )50, Z0(r ,r 8;n)5(1/rr 0aApn)exp$2(r2

1r0
2)/4a2n%sinh(rr0/2a2n). The presence of a spherical su

face atr 5R with a short range attractive~or repulsive! po-
tential can be accounted for by imposing a boundary con
tion @5# ~see below!. It is easier to work with the Laplace

transform of the Green’s function Z̄(r ,r 0 ;s)
5*0

`dnZ(r ,r 0 ;n)e2sn, which obeys

S s2
a2

r 2

]

]r
r 2

]

]r D Z̄~r ,r 0 ;s!5
1

r 2
d~r 2r 0!. ~1!

We now solve Eq.~1! for the region outside the spher
(r .R). The boundary condition that is to be imposed m
be found @7# by imagining that the regionr ,R is a hard
wall, whereV(r )5`, and within a spherical shell withR
,r ,R1b (b assumed to be small!, there exists an attractive
potential equal toV(r )52w and V(r )50 for r .R. Then
one finds (d ln Z̄.(r,r0;s)/dr)r5R521/R1(p/2)(p/2b2Aw)
~see Appendix A of Ref.@7#!. We can write the above as

S d

dr
ln@rZ̄.~r ,r 0 ;s!# D

r 5R

5c, ~2!

wherec is determined solely by the nature of the interacti
of a monomer with the surface@our definition ofc is differ-
ent from that of Ref.@7#—c(ours)5c(of Ref. @7#)11/R #.
With this definition, if c,0, there is a bound state on th
surface.c→` corresponds to a hard wall. However, in co
trast to the situation on a plane wall,c50 does not represen
neutral surface. Rather,c51/R represents a neutral surfac
~see below!. Solving the Eq.~1! subject to Eq.~2!, we get
Z̄.(r ,r 0 ;s)5(1/2arr 0As)(e2ur 2r 0uAs/a1e2ur 1r 022RuAs/a)
2@c/rr 0(ac1As)As#e2ur 1r 022RuAs/a. On inverting this, we
get for a chain ofn segments
7536 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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Z.~r ,r 0 ;n!5
1

2aApnrr 0
S expF2

~r 2r 0!2

4a2n
G

1expF2
~r 1r 022R!2

4a2n
G D

2
c

rr 0
ea2c2n1c(r 22R1r 0)

3Erf cS acAn1
r 22R1r 0

2aAn
D , ~3!

similar to the expression for the case of adsorption o
planar surface@1#. As the surface of the sphere becom
repulsive (c→`), the above reduces to

Z.~r ,r 0 ;n!5~1/2arr 0Apn!$exp@2~r 2r 0!2/4a2N#

2exp@2~r 1r 022R!2/4a2n#%.

The partition function for the polymer with one end fixed
r 0 is

Q.~r 0 ,n!5*R
`drZ.~r ,r 0 ;n!r 2

5~1/cr0!$12cR1cr0

1~12cR!Erf@~R2r 0!/2aAn#

1ec(a2cn2R1r 0)~211cR!

3Erf c@~2a2cn2R1r 0!/2aAn#%.

As r 0→`, Q.(r 0 ,n)→1, which is the value for a free poly
mer. Also, if c51/R, thenQ.(r 0 ,n)51, thus showing that
c51/R corresponds to a neutral surface. In particular, if o
end is on the surface (r 05R), then

Q.~R,n!5
1

cR
@11ea2c2n~211cR! Erfc~acAn!#. ~4!

Q.(R,n) is always positive, as it should be. We now co
sider the limit wheren→`. If c,0, then we can approxi
mate the above asQ.(R,n);(2/Rc)(Rc21)ea2nc2

. In this
limit, the free energy of the polymer, with one end atR is
F(n)52kBT ln Q.(R,n).2kBTa2nc2. The free energy pe
unit is 2kBTa2c 2 for the chain on the outer surface of th
sphere. This free energy comes from the adsorbed stat
the surface of the sphere, which would be there as long
c,0.

For the case where the polymer is inside the vesicle,
boundary condition we impose is$d ln@rZ̄(r,r0;s)#/dr%r5R5
2d. Note that we have put a negative sign in front ofd
@compare Eq.~2!# as increasing the value ofr means one is
moving towards the surface. On solving Eq.~1! we find
a
s

e

on
as

e

Z̄,~r ,r 0 ;s!5H sinhS r , As

a D S coshSAs~R2r .!

a D

1

ad sinhSAs~R2r .!

a D
As

D J Y H ar.r ,

3FAs coshS RAs

a D 1ad sinhS RAs

a D G J ,

wherer ,5min(r0,r) and r .5max(r0,r).
We now find the partition function for the polymer wit

one end fixed at the inner surface of the sphere and the o
end free by puttingr 05R and integrating over all the value
of r inside the sphere. We get

Q̄,~R,s!5E
0

R

r 2drZ̄,~r ,R;s!5
As2tanh~RAs/a!a/R

s@As1ad tanh~RAs/a!#
.

~5!

The partition function is then Q,(R,n)
5*g2 i`

g1 i`dsesnQ̄,(R,s)/(2p i ), where g is taken such that
the line of integration is to the right of all the poles o
Q̄,(R,s). To find the poles ofQ̄,(R,s), we have to solve
the transcendental equationAs1ad tanh(RAs/a)50. We
consider two different possibilities.

~1! d is sufficiently negative so thatRd,21. Then one
solution,s0 exists for real, positive value ofs. If Rudu@1,
then s0'(ad)2 is the solution. For large values ofn, the
major contribution toQ,(R,n) comes from this pole and
henceQ,(R,n);es0n and the free energy of the adsorbe
chain is 2kBTs0n. The free energy per unit length of th
adsorbed chain is2kBTs0. In contrast to the outer surface
there is a critical value for the logarithmic derivative, for a
adsorbed state to exist. The reason for this critical value
quite simple. In the absence of an attractive interaction,
free energy of the polymer inside the sphere is not zero,
to entropic reasons. An attractive interaction with the surfa
would lead to a negative free energy only if this entrop
effect is overcome by the attractive interaction and henc
critical value ford exists.

~2! d is positive. In this case, all the poles haves,0 and
there is no adsorbed state. There are several states insid
spherical vessel, and the Bromwich integration leads to
infinite sum for the partition function. This type of problem
has already been considered in Ref.@1# and we shall not
discuss this case further.

Now we consider the free energy profile for translocatio
If it is confined to a spherical vesicle, with the outer a
inner walls of the vesicle having no affinity to its units, the
its free energy inside would be greater than on the outs
Consequently, if there is a pore on the wall of the vesicle,
molecule would move from the inside to the outside. B
there are examples where the molecule does the rev
@8–10#. This would require either a motor driving the cha
in, or a situation where the chain has a lower free ene
inside the vesicle. We consider the latter situation, and
assume that the polymer can adsorb on inner walls of
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7538 PRE 62BRIEF REPORTS
vesicle.~It is not necessary that the adsorption should be
the walls, it can be anywhere inside the vesicle.!

The process that we consider is given in the Fig. 1. T
translocation from the outside to the inside may be thou
of as occurring in two steps. The first consists of the
proach of one end of the molecule to the outer surface of
sphere and the second is the passage of the segments
polymer through the pore. We now consider a chain of to
N segments and denote the number of segments left ou
by n. Assuming the segments to be adsorbed strongly eno
on the inner surface so that one need to take only the bo
state contribution to the free energy for the portion inside
sphere, the total free energy for any value ofN is the sum of
the contributions from the segmentsn outside and the re
maining (N2n) inside. It is F/(kBT)52 ln Q.(r0,n)
2a2d2(N2n). We now use the radius of gyrationRg of a
polymer havingN segments, given byRg5aAN. Using the
dimensionless quantitiesr 05r 0 /R, Rg5Rg /R, c5cR, d
5Rd, n5n/N, andF5F/(kBT), we rewrite the above as

F52 lnH 1

c r 0
S ~211c!F211ErfS 11r 0

2An Rg
D

1ec(211r 01c n Rg
2) ErfcS 211r 012c n Rg

2

2An Rg
D G1c r 0D J

2Rg
2 d2~12n!.

Figure 2 shows the plot of free energy for two values oc
~1.1 and 0.9!. The first corresponds to a repulsive outer s
face while the second is an attractive one. In both the ca
the inner surface is taken to be attractive, withd522 and
the radius of gyration of the polymer taken to be half the s
of the sphere (Rg51/2). If the chain is completely outsid
the sphere,r 0 is greater than unity andn51. In the figure,
the portion with abscissa varying from 3 to 1 represents
change inr 0 as the end of the chain approaches the surfa
Oncer 0 attains the value unity, the chain can go through
pore and this would causen to decrease from unity. So, i
the same plot, we show how the free energy changes,n
varies from 1 to 0. The plots show that ifc.1, there is an
increase in the free energy as the end of the polyme
brought near the surface reaching a maximum when the

FIG. 1. Translocation in the case where there is adsorption
the inside as well as outside
n
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touches the surface. This increase is due to the lowerin
the entropy as the chain end is brought near the surface. T
there is an entropic barrier for the approach of the end of
molecule to the surface. As portions of the chain go throu
the pore, the free energy of the chain decreases. On the o
hand, ifc,1, there is no such barrier. Thus an attraction
the outer surface would actually facilitate the translocat
process, by completely removing the entropic barrier for
approach of the end of the chain to the surface. If there is
adsorption on the outer surface, translocation is improba
as the end of the chain would have to overcome the entro
barrier and find the pore through which it has to transloca
So, in the following we assume that the chain is wea
adsorbed on the outer surface. However, if it is strongly
sorbed with a barrier for motion parallel to the surface ha
ing heightDVp, then translocation would become difficul
Thus we have the conditionsc,1/R andDVp!kBT, under
which translocation is facilitated.

Even though our analysis above has been done fo
spherical vesicle, one can take the limitR→`, and obtain
the results for the planar case too. Now we consider
actual translocation through the pore. The translocating ch
may be thought of as divided into three portions—first is t
portion adsorbed on the outside, second, the portion on
inside, and the third is the portion inside the pore. We im
ine that the polymer is adsorbed on both the surfaces, and
adsorption~physisorption! is such that it is easy for the seg
ments to move in the direction parallel to the surfaces,
movement in the perpendicular direction, away from the s
face would cost energy. Hence the net effect is to red
dimensionality of the motion in directions parallel to the su
face. We already have expressions for the free energy
segment of the chain molecule when it is inside or outs
and in our considerations above, we did not include the c
tribution to the free energy from the portion that is inside t
pore. The portion that is inside the pore, is not adsorb
anywhere and consequently, the free energy per segme
higher. Often, the pores have a repulsive interaction with
chain segments, and hence the most reasonable form fo
free energy per segment for a translocating chain would h
the appearance shown by the full line of Fig. 3. An altern
scenario would be to have a pore which has affinity towa
the molecule, as a result of which the free energy per s
ment follows the dotted line in the Fig. 3, for segments ins
the chain.

n

FIG. 2. Plot ofF/(kBT) as functions ofr 0 /R ~varies between 1
and 5! andn/N ~varies between 0 and 1! for cR.1 andcR,1.
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Irrespective of which is the profile, if one uses a o
dimensional Rouse model to describe the process, then
has the following picture: the variation of the potential insi
the pore would distort the portion of the chain inside
which we refer to as the kink. As the pore is fixed in spa
the kink too is fixed in space and movement of the chain
one direction through the pore is equivalent to the movem
of the kink in the reverse direction on the chain. If there i
free energy gain for the segments of the polymer, then
translocation is driven and hence the motion of the kink
is driven. This problem is discussed in detail in Ref.@2#,
where it is shown that the one-dimensional nonlinear Ro
model that described the motion of a polymer in this type
potential has a special solution, which represent a kink
can move on the polymer chain. The motion of the ki
decouples~approximately! from the other modes of the
chain. It is to be noted that the kink is a local dynamic
mode whose motion on the chain results in the transloca
of the polymer through the pore. Further, the motion of
kink is equivalent to that of a particle executing Browni
motion under the influence of a constant external force w
a friction that has no dependence onN. Therefore, on an

FIG. 3. The Free energy per segment as a function of segm
position.
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average, the kink will move with a certain velocity dete
mined by the free energy profile for a segment crossing
pore ~for an expression for this velocity, see Ref.@2#!. Con-
sequently, the polymer will move in to the inner side, a
constant rate. This means that the crossing timet trans;N.
This is to be compared with the mechanism of Ref.@1#,
where translocation is taken to be equivalent to the motion
the center of mass of the polymer. As the center of m
diffuses with a coefficient proportional to 1/N, t trans;N2 @1#.
The difference int trans in the two mechanisms thus arise
from the difference in theN dependence of friction. It is of
interest to note that there have been recent experimen
which flexible single stranded DNA molecules have be
drawn through a pore by the application of an electric fie
@3#. In these experiments, the translocation time has b
found to be proportional toN, in agreement with the kink
mechanism. An alternative mechanism for the translocat
in which the diffusive movement of only the monome
which are inside the pore has been suggested by Lube
and Nelson~LN! @4#. This too leads tot trans;N. This LN
mechanism is similar to the kink mechanism, but is differe
in that it does not consider the distortion of the chain by
pore as important. However, both kink and LN mechanis
lead tot trans;N.

One can also consider the case of translocation from
vesicle of radiusR1to another of radiusR2. Analyzing this
case, Park and Sung@1# conclude that spontaneous capture
to a small bud can occur only rarely as the chain is los
entropy in going into a small bud. However, adsorption
the surface of the bud, can drive the process. Park and S
suggest that this will require at least a timetcapture;N2. Op-
eration of a kink mechanism can lead to capture times p
portional toN.
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